VISUAL LEADERS: New Tools for Visioning, Management, & Organization Change—Describes how leaders and managers can apply visual meetings and visual team practices to organization-wide work. It identifies seven essential tools for effective visual leadership, with strategies and exercises for boosting your visual IQ. It also includes visual frameworks and plans to help lead an organization through change, and suggestions for how to guide organizations in the use of visualization technology. (See table of contents on the back of this page).

VISUAL TEAMS: Graphic Tools for Commitment, Innovation, & High Performance—Illustrates how any team can achieve better results through visualization across the whole arc of its work, not only in meetings but also in between. The book addresses the predictable challenges of creating and sustaining team performance, providing descriptions, cases, and practices that bring the Drexler/Sibbet Team Performance Model® to life.

VISUAL MEETINGS: How Graphics, Sticky Notes, & Idea Mapping Can Transform Group Productivity—Describes tools that anyone can use to be visual in meetings, even people who aren’t skilled at drawing. It illustrates how to use graphic recording, sticky notes, and idea mapping to help people see what they are doing. This book is loaded with practical and detailed descriptions of how to conduct different visualization activities in both face-to-face and virtual meetings.

Visit The Grove’s website at www.grove.com for ordering information.
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“David Sibbet’s approach adds art to the science of leadership, in a way that helps people to not just hear but to see the future of a leader’s vision and an organization’s potential.” — Scott Kriens
   Chairman of the Board
   Juniper Networks

“Visual Leaders is a must-read for anyone leading transformations within their organizations. David’s proven tools enable power teams and drive results. Thank you, David—I am a better leader due to your visual leadership techniques.” — Susan Kerosky
   Director of Global Procurement
   Nike, Inc.

“Have you ever been in one of those endless meetings, where terribly smart and experienced leaders sit around a table, talk a lot, but don’t get to a real outcome? That’s because they just stick to words. Visual Leaders shows that you can do better. It’s an indispensable book in any leader’s toolkit.” — Alexander Osterwalder
   Author, Business Model Generation